
Gratta HEPL-ESIII-Cleanroom SOP - Stage 0.5 
 
The Gratta group clean rooms in ESIII will be used to plan for the continuation of the 
construction of the cryogenic system being planned for nEXO R&D.  Assuming that Stage 1 will 
start sometime in early Jun, we do not need any assembly work done until then, but we will be 
visiting the clean room to plan, inventory the equipment and take measurements to inform the 
design of the system.  We will also survey the electric power situation to check if the current 
power installation is consistent with the refrigerators we need to use.    Although the clean room 
is a very large space with HEPA filtration, we do not expect to have more than one person at the 
time in there.    We will wear face cover all the time while in the building and sanitize with 
alcohol per university COVID policy. There is no specific weekly schedule for this work, as it 
depends on progress. However, the individuals will coordinate with each other and properly fill 
the HEPL calendar before coming in.   Individuals involved are Lenardo and Wu.   The group 
has no offices in HEPL and so only visits to the ESIII clean room are planned. 
 

Gratta HEPL-ESIII-Cleanroom SOP - Stage 1 
 
The following work will be done in the lab, and offices, in addition to work from Stage 0.5. 
 
The cryogenic system will be assembled by a combination of Wu and Lenardo.  The clean room 
where this will take place has a surface area of 392sqft and an oversize volume of 4700cuft 
owing to the 12’ high ceiling.  In addition the room has forced ventilation from HEPA filters on 
the ceiling injecting filtered ESIII air from the top and exhausting it from a few inch gap at the 
bottom of the soft walls.   In this way, exhaled air from head’s height is forced down and out of 
the room with good efficiency. 
We expect Wu and Lenardo (and, later, a graduate student) not to overlap frequently in the 
room, but we also expect to have periods of time with two people in the room.  People will 
ALWAYS wear face coved and, when more than one is present, observe the 6ft distance, 
except for brief tasks involving physical cooperation.  It is expected that periods with less than 
6ft spacing will amount to less than 30min/day. 
 

Gratta HEPL-ESIII-Cleanroom SOP – Updated Dec 9, 2020 
 
Following the university guidance on room occupancy, three people will be allowed in the main 
volume of the clean room in ESIII, while maintaining the standard 6ft social distancing and face 
masks.  Given the 392sqft surface area, this complies with the rule of no more than one person 
per 125sqrf (in addition, as indicated above, the volume of the cleanroom is larger than that of a 
standard lab and its ventilation very substantial).  The use of the clean room is unchanged from 
above. 
 
 
 


